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A TEA-DYED BUSH POPLIN (A SIGNATURE FEATURE)
The Signature Field Pant is constructed of a 100% long-staple
cotton bush poplin that’s distinguished by its tight, compact
weave of high-twist yarn. Softened with a lightly napped
finish that won’t weaken the fabric (unlike surface sanding,
which abrades the weave and weakens the fabric), the
inherent water repellency of the weave is further enhanced
with a water-repellant finish.
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EXTRA LARGE HIP POCKETS
Two 6 x 6 back hip pockets close with
heavy-duty brass YKK zippers.
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EASY-ACCESS FRONT POCKETS
Both front pockets are 10-inches deep
with an easy-access top opening.
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SIDE CARGO POCKETS
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Two, highly functional side cargo pockets feature our Signature
Tuck-In Flaps which are secured with two hidden buttons and
can be tucked in with no puckering of the flap material.
Rear-facing pleats permit full cargo
expansion without catching on thorns
and brush. No-rust thread grommets
provide drainage.

OVERSIZED CROTCH GUSSET
(A SIGNATURE FEATURE)

A unique 4-inch, seamless panel tapers gradually
down the inside of each leg to just above each
knee to eliminate binding and crotch seam irritation
when climbing and hiking in the field.
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Outer patch pockets accommodate
a cell phone or compact GPS unit.
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THREE ADJUSTABLE SIZES

ZIPPERED SECURITY POCKETS
Inner, hidden security pockets on outer legs close with
heavy-duty brass YKK zippers, and open top, outer patch
pockets accommodate a cell phone or compact GPS unit.

The new Signature Feld Pants come in Medium
(32 - 34), Large (36 - 38) and Extra Large (40 - 42)
sizes, and feature 2-button waistline tabs on each
hip that allow easy adjustments for a perfect fit.
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HEAVY-DUTY POCKET CONSTRUCTION
The interior "bags" of every pocket are constructed from
the same fabric as the pants for extreme durability.
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SOFT WAISTBAND
& FRENCH FLY
The pants feature a soft, comfortable waistband,
full-length (7-inch) heavy-duty YKK brass zipper with
hook and loop waist closure and a full French fly to
remove stress on the zipper.
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PANT LEG ABRASION PANELS
The back of each leg features 6-inch, 2-layer abrasion panel
behind the heel for added durability and long life.
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CONTOURED FABRIC PANELS
(A SIGNATURE FEATURE)

Every panel in the seat, hips and legs is
strategically contoured to allow maximum
movement and comfort while maintaining a
trim, stylish profile.
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BOOT ZIPPER
Each lower leg features an 8-inch out seam zippered
opening with a cover flap and 2-position snap tab for
easy removal of boots.
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OVERSIZED BELT LOOPS
Eight 2-inch belt loops include three
"tunnel loops" at the side and centerback to help support belt-mounted
camera cases, holsters or knives.

HORN & UREA BUTTONS
Stronger and more durable than traditional horn buttons, the
Signature Field Pant buttons are molded from ground horn
powder and urea-methanol resin to withstand harsh washing
on rocks (when on safari) or high-temperature commercial
presses back home. Raised button rims protect the thread
from abrasion.

